The Q value and optimal exciting energy of the hypothetical superheavy nuclei in cold fusion reaction are calculated with relativistic mean field model and semiemperical shell model mass equation(SSME) and the validity of the two models is tested. The fusion barriers are also calculated with two different models and reasonable results are obtained. The calculations can give useful references for the experiments in the superheavy nuclei synthesized in cold fusion reactions.
The formation of compound nuclei by cold fusion reaction is one of the outstanding problem of low-energy nuclear reactions. Such processes play a key role in the production of superheavy elements(SHEs) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Experiments or intensive preparatory work are in progress at the laboratories such as Dubna, Berkeley, RIKEN and GANIL etc. Theoretical support of these very expensive experiments is vital in the choice of fusing nuclei and their collision energy, and for the estimation of the cross sections and identification of evaporation residues. The quantum mechanical fragmentation theory(QMFT) which was developed by Gupta et al. to describe the synthesis of new and superheavy elements gives us a method for selecting an optimum cold target-projectile combination. Cold compound systems were considered to be formed for all those target+projectile combinations that lie at the bottom of the potential energy minima [5] [6] [7] . On the basis of the QMFT, recently, Gupta lists all the possible target+projectile combinations, referring to minima in PES, in particular, the use of radioactive nuclear beams and targets [8] . There are several important physical values such as Q values, the heights of the fusion barrier B f u and the optimal excitation energies E * for the cold fusion reaction. The aims of this paper are to find some proper methods to predict the ground-state Q values, the heights of the fusion barrier B f u and the optimal excitation energies E * for the cold fusion reaction. Then, following the work of Gupta et al. in Ref. [8] we calculate Q, B f u and E R. Smolanczuk proposes an explanation of the production of superheavy nuclei in the cold fusion reactions [3] . In the model, based on simple analytical formulas, they assume that the neutron is evaporated from the compound nucleus formed by quantal tunnelling through the fusion barrier. In the present paper we adopt this model.
According to the Ref. [3] , for the sake of simplicity, the fusion barrier is used as the Coulomb potential cut off at the distance R f u , which depends on the size and the electric charge of the colliding nuclei. The fusion barrier reads
The detail explanations of the formula are listed in Ref. [3] . We can also calculate in another new method proposed from a fitting procedure on GLDM data on 170 fusion reactions by Moustabchir et al. [9] B f u = −19.38
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Since the predictions of the GLDM agree with the experimental data and the new formula reproduce the GLDM data more precisely than other formulas for light and medium systems [9] , we extrapolate eq.(2) to heavy system and expect to get good prediction as well.
The Q value is calculated with the formula
E(CN), E(A 1 ) and E(A 2 ) are the ground state binding energies of compound nucleus, target and projectile nucleus, respectively. In the present calculation, measured binding energies of the target nucleus and the projectiles are used [10] . The compound nucleus binding energy E(CN) is calculated by relativistic mean field theory (RMF) [11] [12] [13] or the semiemperical shell model mass equation(SSME) [14] . In the SSME the total nuclear energy in the ground state is written as a sum of pairing, deformation and Coulomb energies:
The total excitation energy E * is calculated as a difference E * = E − Q between the bombarding energy E and the ground state Q value for the considered reaction. Normally, we only care about the optimal bombarding energy E opt = E * opt + Q, the optimal exciting energy E * opt reads [15] 
E(EV, eq) is the binding energy of the compound nucleus after the evaporation of two neutrons and E(CN, eq) is the binding energy of the compound nucleus at equilibrium point. When we calculate the optimal exciting energy E * opt , the key point is how to calculate the binding energy of compound nucleus and evaporation residue at equilibrium point as close as to the fact. Some groups use the constrained RMF [15] to calculate the binding energy at equilibrium point, but the calculation is very heavy and complicated. For the sake of simplicity we consider the ground state binding energy as the binding energy of equilibrium point. In the present paper we use the considered deformation RMF theory to calculate the Q values and optimal exciting energies E * opt , we also list the results calculated from the semiempirical shell model mass equation(SSME) [14] to compare the two models with each other.
We carry out RMF calculations with the force parameters NL3 [16] . The inputs of pairing gaps are ∆ n = ∆ p = 11.2/ √ A MeV. The number of bases is chosen as N f =12, N b =20. This space is enough for the calculations here. For the details of calculations please see Ref. [13] . In this work, first, we calculate the Q values and optimal exciting energies E * opt of the reactions given in Ref. [3] with RMF and SSME models and also calculate the fusion barrier of them with eq. (1), (2) and compare our results with Ref. [3] to test the reliability of our calculations, then, we carry out the calculations of the reactions listed in table 1 of Ref. [8] . From table 1 we can see RMF model and SSME model give close Q value to macroscopicmicroscopic calculations in Ref. [3] . The Q value of RMF model and SSME model is larger than the result in Ref.
[3] 1.5 ∼ 8.3 MeV and 8.6 ∼ 13.5 MEV respectively. Generally, the difference becomes larger with the increasing of the atomic number of compound nucleus. We believe that the reasons of the large difference in the large atomic number region are that neither RMF nor SSME model used in the rich neutron region is accurate and the compound nucleus maybe have more complicate structure which is not considered at all with the increasing of the neutron number. In order to further compare RMF model with SSME model, the experimental binding energies of 256 No and 258 Rf [17] together with binding energies calculated from RMF model and SSME model are listed in table 2. Comparing the calculations with the experimental data, we can see that the RMF model calculates the binding energy better than SSME model, thus the RMF model should be more accurate than SSME model in calculating the Q values. In summary, both RMF and SSME model are useful to estimate the Q value, however, developing more powerful models to calculate Q values accurately need more experimental data.
The optimal exciting energies of RMF model, SSME model and macroscopic-microscopic model in Ref. [3] have the difference 1 ∼ 2MeV except the RMF model give obviously larger value 19.3 MeV for 74 Ge + 208 P b and 16.8 MeV for 84 Kr + 208 P b than that of SSME and macroscopic-microscopic model in Ref. [3] . The experimental data of optimal exciting energies is also listed in table 1, the difference of calculations with experimental data is about 1 ∼ 4 MeV, although the calculations are not very accurate, the results are fairly good because we neglect many effects of the compound nuclear binding energy at the equilibrium point. It is a success to calculate the optimal exciting energies conveniently by the simple models.
Finally, let's see the fusion barrier in table 1, the barrier calculated by eq. (1) is lower than that calculated by eq.(2) till to atomic number of compound nucleus A = 276, the maximum difference is 13.7MeV for 48 Ca + 208 P b and the minimum difference is 0.2MeV for 68 Zn + 208 P b. When A ≥ 276, the barrier calculated by eq.(1) is higher than that calculated by eq.(2), the difference increases from 0.2MeV to 8MeV with the increasing of atomic number. As a whole both eq.(1) and eq.(2) can give close values of fusion barrier and it indicates that eq.(2) can be extrapolated to heavy system, though there are differences in the calculating. In the following work, we calculate the fusion barrier with eq.(1) and (2) and give the result in table 3.
We calculate the Q value and optimal exciting energy E * opt with RMF and SSME models and fusion barrier B f u with eq.(1),(2) of the reactions given in Ref. [8] and the results listed in table 2, 3.
From table 2 we can see the Q value of RMF models is less than SSME model 5 ∼ 8 MeV. Some of the fusion barriers calculated by eq. (1) and (2) calculated from SSME, E * exp is the measured value. B f u is the value calculated by eq. (1) of Ref. [3] , B f u1 is the value calculated by eq.(2). Table 2 : Calculated binding energy E RMF , E SSME with RMF and SSME model respectively , E exp is the experimental data from Ref. [17] . In table 3 , the optimal exciting energies of RMF and SSME models are given, the calculated results are about 11 to 15 MeV, the differences between the two models are about 1 MeV except there are larger differences about 2 MeV for 258 Rf and 302 120 respectively. In summary, we use different models to calculate the ground-state Q value, optimal exciting energy and fusion barriers of superheavy nuclei listed in Ref. [3] in cold fusion reaction. These models can reproduce the results of Ref. [3] , thus, we also use these models to predict the ground-state Q value, optimal exciting energies and fusion barriers corresponding to the reactions suggested by Gupta [8] in the future experiments. The theoretical results can be used for a guide of future experiments of superheavy nuclei synthesized in cold fusion reactions. 
